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Hello,
Congratulations on your new arrival!

We’re so pleased that you have chosen our  
Hexa® playpen for your baby.

Please take a few moments to read this guide on how to  
use the Hexa®  playpen correctly so you can rest assured  

that your little one is safe and secure.

Wishing you the best of luck on your new journey,

 

Features:
 

Easy installation / simple operation
Light and compact, very portable

Polygon design, high security 
Side door design to facilitate getting the baby out 

 

 

Tutti Frutti Direct Ltd. Unit 3, 1000 North Circular Road, London, UK, NW2 7JP
t: +44 (0) 208 368 5800 

e: customerservice@tuttibambini.co.uk
www.tuttibambini.com

IMPORTANT: RETAIN FOR FUTURE REFERENCE. READ CAREFULLY

WARNING: Do not leave anything in the playpen which could provide a foothold or create 
a danger of suffocation or strangulation. 

WARNING: All assembly fittings should always be tightened properly. 
WARNING: Do not to use the playpen if any part is broken, torn or missing and

use only spare parts approved by the manufacturer. 
WARNING: Accessories which are not approved by the manufacturer should not be used. 

WARNING: If a child can become entangled within the playpen, there is a risk of strangulation. 
WARNING: If a child can get a length or loop of cord, etc. wrapped around its neck, its

airways could become restricted and brain damage could result. 
WARNING: Never use plastic shipping bags or other plastic film as mattress
covers not sold and intended for that purpose. They can cause suffocation.  

STRANGULATION HAZARD: 

1. Strings and cords can cause strangulation! Keep strings and cords away from child. 
2. NEVER place product near a window where cords from blinds or drapes can strangle a child. devices.  

3: NEVER hang strings on or over the playpen.   
4. NEVER place items with a string around a child’s neck, such as hood strings, pacifier cords, etc..  

5: NEVER attach strings to toys. 
6. To avoid danger or suffocation keep this buggy bag away form babies and children.

PLAYPEN SET-UP: 

1. Keep fingers clear of folding mechanism during folding and unfolding.

2. Keep all children away from the playard during assembly. (sides not fully expanded).

3. Always set up playard on a flat, level surface. Check floor/ground surface underneath playard floor to assure that it is clear 
of any objects that may injure your child. Insure surface is suitable for your child to play on.

TO FOLD PLAYPEN: 

1: Unbuckle all latches..

2: pull down the locking devices along the pipe tube, until the playpen is completely closed.

WARNING! To avoid danger of suffocation remove plastic cover before using this playpen.  
The cover should be destroyed or kept away from children.

1. Do not place the playpen next to an open fire or other heat source.

2. Do not use the playpen without the base.

3. Ensure the playpen is fully erected and all the locking mechanisms engaged before placing your child in this playpen.

WARNING! Failure to follow these warnings and the instructions could result in serious injury or death. Please read instruction 
manual before set-up. If you misplace your instruction manual. DO NOT use this product. Contact dealer for a replacement 

instruction manual.

1. Only applies to children under the age of 3.

2. If the child can climb out or is of a height more than 35 inches (890mm) or the weight more than 15KG,  
please stop using this product.

3. Child can become entrapped and die when improvised netting or covers are placed on top of product.  
Never add such items to confine child in playpen.

4. When child is able to pull to a standing position, remove any objects, such as large toys,  
in playpen that could serve as steps for climbing out.

5. Always provide the supervision necessary for the continued safety of your child. When used for playing,  
never leave child unattended.

6. To reduce the risk of SIDS, pediatricians recommend healthy infants be placed on their backs to sleep, unless otherwise
advised by your physician.

7. Never use this product if there are any loose or missing fasteners, loose joints, broken parts or torn mesh/fabric. Check 
product before assembly and periodically during use. Contact dealers for replacement parts. Never substitute parts.

8. Do not use water filled mattress. Do not use mats.

WARNING! Suffocation hazard: Infant can suffocate.

1. In gaps between an extra pad and side of playpen

2. In gaps between a mattress too small or thick andf playpen sides

3. On soft bedding. Never add a mattress, pillow, comforter or padding.

Team Tutti
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Introduction

The uses of this product 
The playpen is hexaganal, with a height of 750mm. 
After expansion, the effective use ids an area about 1.4 square meters.

Product features 
1. Easy installation, simple operation 
2. Light and compact, easy to carry
3.. Polygon design, high security 
4. Side door design to facilitate getting your child out

Product specifications 
The playpen is a hexaganal structure, with a height of 750mm. After the expansion, the  
effective use of an area of about 1.4 square meters.

The scope of application and maintenance 
1.  Only applies to children under the age of 3.
2. If the child can climb out or has a height of more than 35 inches/890mm or weighs more  
 than 15KG, please stop using this playpen.
3. Fabric cover is only for hand wash and air-dry. ( Machine wash is not allowed).
4. From time to time, check the product’s fastener.
5. If the product is not in use for a long period of time, please put in the shade
 and in a dry place where your child cannot access it.
6. The product’s frame can be spot cleaned with a sponge and soapy water.

Service assurance 
Thank you for purchasing one of our mother and child safety protection products.
If you are not satisfied with the product or have any questions, please contact
the distributor or call our service hotline: +44 (0) 208 368 5800. We will always listen
to your valuable advice, sincerely provide you our satisfactory services.
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Product Introduction
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Product Introduction

1. Take out from the packaging 2. Open the elastic band and take the 
playpen out 

3. Removing the playpen
Remove the yard from the carry bag, as shown in  
figure, holding any of the plastic joints and lift the  
plastic joint upward along the leg tube to make it  
fully expanded.
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2. Open the snap buttons 
Open the snap buttons respectively of the playpen  
as shown in the picture.

4. Lift the locking devices 
As shown in image, lift the two red locking devices in 
the diagonal upward along the tube, when you hear 
‘pa’, it has been locked.

6. Folding the playpen 
If you want to fold the playpen, press the two red  
buttons on the locking devices in the diagonal  
respectively and pull down the locking devices  
along the pipe tube, until the playpen is completely 
closed. (You can directly fold it, also be placed after  
putting into the  
carry bag).

5. Zipper design, easy access
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Remove Fabric and WashingProduct Introduction

1. Unlock the snap buttons 
Unlock the snap buttons respectively of the playpen 
with the position as shown in image

Loc k

3. Remove the adhesive tape 
Remove the adhesive tape at the bottom of the  
playpen respectively.

Fabric cover is only for hand  
wash and air dry (machine  
wash is not allowed).

snap buttons

adhesive tape
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Fabric Installation InstructionsFabric Installation Instructions

4. Lifting the two red locking devices 
As shown in the image, lift the two red locking devices 
in the diagonal upward along the leg tube, when you 
hear ‘pa’, it has been locked.

5. Tightening the snap buttons  
Tightening the snap buttons respectively on each side 
of the playpen as shown in the image..

A B

C

List of products  
A. Bracket Main Part 1st set 
 (Bracket and mesh cover)
B. Buggy bag 1pc
C. Instruction booklet 1pc 
 

1. Half expand the play yard bracket

3. Fixing the adhesive tape 
Fix the adhesive tape at the bottom of the playpen 
repectively.

2. Tighten the snap buttons 
Tighten the snap buttons respectively of the playpen 
with the position as shown in the image.

snap buttons

adhesive tape

snap buttons
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www.tuttibambini.com

Join Us

Follow us on Facebook
TuttiBambiniUK

Follow us on Twitter
TuttiBambiniUK

Follow us on Instagram
TuttiBambiniUK
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